
UFD Elite™

Premium, high-Performance nozzle technology for imProved sPrayability of 
higher viscosity adhesives, less Plugging and excellent Pattern consistency. 

www.itwdynatec.com

Simplicity
reduced maintenance due 
to robust nozzle design that 
allows for simplified cleaning

REliability
fewer replacements - change fewer 
nozzles due to clogged orifices or 
damage from burn-outs and cleaning

pERFoRmancE
reduction in nozzle plugging that 
can cause line down time



the ufd elite series nozzle is a simplified version of our patented ufd applicator nozzle, featuring larger orifices and few-
er, but thicker plates. the new and improved design allows for improved performance and better distribution across the 
nozzle as well as higher fluid velocity preventing plugging and reducing maintenace. itW dynatec’s robust design of the 
ufd elite series can help optimize adhesive flow, resulting in reduced nozzle plugging and better consistency in patterns, 
resulting in improved sprayability for a wide range of higher viscosity adhesives such as polyolefins, aPaos and reactive 
hot melts.

•  adhesive flow optimized with computational fluid dynamics (cfd) modeling

•  reduced nozzles plugging for less downtime

•  better consistency and quality of end-product

•  more choices for customer applications

•  robust internal plate design to better withstand handling, cleaning and maintenance

•  easier to maintain

•  increased nozzle life

UFD ElitE™

FEatURES

Americas
itW dynatec
31 volunteers drive
hendersonville, tn 37075
Phone: 615.824.3634
1.800.966.6358
fax: 615.264.5248
dynatec@itwdynatec.com
www.itwdynatec.com

China
itW dynatec suzhou
unit 2, b1 building
no. 9 Weixin road
siP, suzhou, china 215122
Phone +86.512.6289.0620
fax +86.512.6289.0621
dynatecsuzhou@itwdynatec.cn
www.itwdynatec.cn

Japan
itW dynatec K.K
tsukimura building 5th floor
26-11, nishikamata 7-chome
ota-ku, tokyo 144-0051, Japan
Phone: +81.3.5703.5501
fax: +81.3.5703.5505
info@itwdynatec.co.jp
www.jp.itwdynatec.com 

Europe, Middle East  
and Africa 
itW dynatec gmbh
industriestraße 28
d-40822 mettmann, germany
Phone: +49.2104.915.0
fax: +49.2104.915.111
info@itwdynatec.de
www.itwdynatec.de

France
itW dynatec tenplus
zi croix de raville
28500 chérisy, france
Phone: +33 (0) 2 37 62 56 49 
fax: +33 (0) 2 37 62 56 40
info@tenplus.fr
www.itwdynatec.fr
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